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From Worst Home on the Block to Best
THE COMMUNITY AND ITS HISTORY
K U T Z KY PA R K
AT - A - G L A N C E
POPULATION OF CITY: 106,000
TARGET AREA OF REVITALIZATION:
Kutzky Park neighborhood of Rochester
UNITS: Many multifamily units and singlefamily homes rehabilitated and sold
TARGET POPULATION: Working families seeking
affordable homes near major employers
TIME FRAME: 2005–present
INITIAL COSTS: $3.3 million
PROJECT PARTNERS: First Homes, Greater
Minnesota Housing Fund, Kutzky Park
Neighborhood Association, Mayo Clinic, Metro
Plains Development, LLC, Minnesota Housing,
Rochester Area Foundation

First established at the beginning of the 20th century near
downtown Rochester, the Kutzky Park neighborhood offers
distinctive homes largely constructed in the 1910s and 1920s
within walking distance today of Mayo Clinic. Named for
early settler August Kutzky, who built the first home in the
neighborhood in 1898, the blocks filled with middle- and
upper-middle-class residents through the 1930s.
That changed in the postwar years when empty nesters began
converting their properties to accommodate nurses and
patients’ families who came for treatment at Mayo Clinic and
needed short-term housing. The next four decades would not
be kind as urban decline set in, bringing drugs, crime, and
dilapidation to the beleaguered stretch of Rochester.
Nonetheless, Kutzky Park’s ragged charm began to attract
urban homesteaders in the 1990s. That is the result of
community investments and the work of brave, caring
neighbors and devoted stakeholders. But it was not an easy
turnaround.

KEY STRATEGIES: Neighborhood
revitalization, mixed-use development,
employer engagement, redevelopment, new
construction, and rehabilitation

THE STRATEGY
Kutzky Park’s revitalization started in 2005 when
neighborhood leaders tapped the Rochester Area Foundation
for ideas as to how it could work to help restore the
neighborhood. The Foundation’s successful First Homes
program had by that point met (and even exceeded) its goal
of providing 875 affordable housing units in Rochester.
The goal of First Homes is to build affordable workforce
homes and apartments in southeast Minnesota communities.
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First Homes is a community land trust, buying properties and
maintaining control of the land. Homebuyers—who qualify
by earning less than 80 percent of the state median income—
pay a small monthly lease fee to the community land trust.
By using the trust, a typical home costs $40,000 less than it
would in a traditional arrangement. If a homeowner sells, the
appreciation value is shared 50-50 with the land trust.
The practice of fixing one home at a time led to a deceptively
simple motto: “Make the worst home on the block the best
home on the block.”
Another program First Homes offers, “Heritage Homes,”
focuses on restoring older homes. Heritage Homes is a
Rochester-wide effort that focuses on acquiring homes in rough
shape and either rebuilding, repairing, or demolishing them.
Prior to starting any rehabilitation, First Homes suggested
the Kutzky Park Neighborhood Association start an initiative
called “Imagine Kutzky” to share ideas and create a plan,
according to a 2008 article in the fedgazette, a publication of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.
Once founded, “Imagine Kutzky” created architectural
guidelines and reviewed plans to identify homes of historic
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significance as well as homes that were not historic and were
in such poor condition as to merit tearing them down.
“The program transformed our neighborhood into a peaceful,
abundantly livable, and lively place,” said Stephanie Podulke,
Olmsted County commissioner.

THE RESULTS
By 2008 the effort saw 23 rehab projects, including a twostory Craftsman condo project, the first residential addition to
the neighborhood in 20 years. An apartment known mainly
for keeping the police busy was torn down and replaced by
four owner-occupied condos (shown top left of p. 87).
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Additional development in Kutzky Park includes Cascade
Creek Apartments (pictured on p. 85), which is a 40-unit
affordable rental development with an adjacent New Horizons
preschool.

“It wasn’t very long ago that people didn’t
want to live in Kutzky Park, and now neighbors
are buying houses and fixing them up as

investments,” said Sean Allen, former director of
First Homes.
“The ‘Imagine Kutzky’ concept gets people thinking big about
issues like walkability and connected green space,” Allen
says. We’re working on those issues, despite the tremendous
challenges in an infill environment. But the community is
driving the revitalization. We’re just coming in with targeted
resources.”

LESSONS LEARNED
Land trust model contains costs. A key to the revitalization in

Long-term planning required. Investing time and resources on

Kutzky Park has been the community land trust model in securing

the front end to assemble property over the course of several

affordability for many residents.

years was time consuming and required deep real estate
experience. Overall the effort required major commitment and

Stimulate reinvestment. New investment is stimulated across

patience. A long-term plan was necessary to attract funding

the neighborhood when dilapidated or blighted properties are

commitments from the local governments.

demolished and well-designed new affordable housing is built in
its place. Together these efforts serve to stabilize and revitalize

Layers of funding required. A multi-year commitment by the

the whole area. Done well, demolishing one single-family home

Rochester Area Foundation helped cover the several-year stretch

can create opportunity to build at higher density and be more

of this revitalization effort. Significant gap money was also

attractive. But critical mass is required to create neighborhood

required in order to achieve attractive, excellent quality design

revitalization momentum and spur private investment.

as well as the affordability targets.
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